pET (personal environmental transformer)

EMF PROTECTION

Personal Environmental Transformer (PET) is used for EMF protection and pain relief. The PET is infused
with ZeroPoint™ Technology which has been found to be balancing to the biofield and calming to the
individual. Pointing at an area of pain will bring in frequencies for relief, pointing away from an area of
pain will tend to neutralize incoherent frequencies. The PET transmutes incoherent electromagnetic
(EMF) waves into coherent EMF waves. Just as some sound frequencies or waves are incoherent for
human beings and some are coherent. Transmuting these frequencies from incoherent to coherent
makes all the difference in how they affect the human body and energy fields.

VIBRANZ

how Zeropointtm technology in the Vibranz PET works

It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on
their state of health. Vibranz has identified specific frequencies that match the optimum state
of health for each of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Human BlueprintTM
Frequencies. Similar to how plants take our carbon dioxide and transmute it to oxygen, the
PET transmutes the EMF/ELF waves to frequencies the body can use. This transmutation
of the frequencies from incoherent to coherent is what makes the PET so different and
powerful. When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies
that are in the Sirius Earth Hearts and Strips, the body returns to a balanced state.
The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in balance.

PET BENEFITS

• Reduces effects of harmful EMF/ELF waveforms when placed near electronic pollution.
Place in any room in the home, i.e., kitchen, office, bedroom, or any other room that has
electronic pollution. It’s also great for traveling, i.e., in the car, airplane lap tray, hotel room, etc.

2 inch, 3-sided pyramid
Black Obsidian stone
Available as single,
or in set of three

• Biofield Balancing can be accomplished when held with the logo facing down in the palm of the left
hand while relaxing or meditating for a few minutes. Some people prefer to use the right hand. This
demonstrated a more balanced biofield, chakra alignment and organ, gland and body part balancing
in the emotional and physical realms on the Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) imaging research.
Balancing to the following body systems in the emotional and physical realms:
• Cardiovascular body system
• Blood sugar
•B
 lood pressure in the emotional and physical realms:
Balancing to the following energetic/etheric realms:
• Expansive Grounding Energies
• Feminine/Masculine Energies
• Heart Energies
• Self Activation Energies
• Creative Energies
• People have found holding the PET to be calming and enhances meditation experiences.
• Dowsing results showed PET may have a use for detecting high electronic pollution pathways in or around your home.
• Individuals sensitive to EMF/ELF radiation noticed the absence of disruption to their biofield and nervous system.
Highest efficacy with EMF/ELF sensitivity seems to be when the PET is placed in the field of electronic pollution
including WiFi, computers, satellite signals, power lines, etc.

PET Suggested Uses

Place in any room in the home, i.e., kitchen, office, bedroom,
or any other room that has electronic pollution. It’s also great
for traveling, i.e., in the car, airplane lap tray, hotel room, etc.
It is most effective when placed 5-6 feet away from you.
It can also be used for pain relief by placing the point of the
PET directly on the area of pain with the logo side face outward and holding for a minute or so. If relief does not come,
then turn it over so that the logo is against the body and the
point is outward away from the area of issue.
NOTE: Using a Gauss Meter to measure the effect of the PET is
ineffective due to the Meter measuring the amount of the wave,
not the quality of the wave. Similar to how a decibel meter
measures sound, one sound at 10 db. can be harmful, yet
another 10 db. sound could be helpful.
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health.
This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues. The products are not sold for
these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical
results are anecdotal at best.
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EMF PROTECTION

biophotonic camera images

VIBRANZ

Emotional & Physical Realms Balance — Subject: Female, Age 59

BEFORE using Vibranz PET: Baseline diagram shows stress is 4.29
After using Vibranz PET: Baseline diagram shows stress is down to 2.84
Diagrams show the balance between Emotional and Physical Realms and overall stress in the body on a scale of 1-10 – with 10 being the
highest stress measure. The use of the PET in this research shows how the product changed the stress level in this individual from an above
normal level of 4.29 to a normal average level of 2.84, thus reducing stress on the organs and systems and normalizing the space.
Biophotonnic Scan BEFORE using Vibranz PET

Biophotonnic Scan AFTER using Vibranz PET

With Vibranz PET (Personal Environment Transformer)
Biophotonic scan shows 13 areas balanced!

PET Testimonials

“When I am doing a presentation on the phone or in person, I have noticed that when I am holding the PET in my hand, I am not nervous.
I have been told that my presentation is clearer, more understandable, enthusiastic, and conversational. Holding the PET during my
presentations has built up my confidence level in so many ways. I have shared this with other speakers and the PET has also helped
them with their delivery.” — Julia A., CA
“For years I had been troubled with buzzing in my ears, eye irritation and frequent earaches due to EMF’s and ELF’s in my environment
(wherever I went) where prescribed medication gave no relief. About one year ago I placed a Vibranz PET in my office, kitchen and
bedroom and even one in our car. Since then, my ear buzzing has subsided to almost nothing. I have not had an earache for at least
six months. In the past, no matter if I traveled by air or car, I would experience earaches and a loud banging in my ears. On my last
distant air travel I held the PET in my hand while enjoying the most peaceful trip with no ear problems and did not even experience
jet-lag. My husband and I just returned home this morning from a 3000 K (approx. 1800 miles) road trip with two PETs in our car to
help take care of environmental smog along the way. I was so happy and experienced such a peaceful quietness that I have never
been able to enjoy on past road trips. My Vibranz PETs have brought quietness and peace into my life relieving me from constant
ear problems. Thank you Vibranz…you have helped bring back my quality of life!” — Eileen F., CAN
Testimonials are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Vibranz is not responsible for any of these testimonies.
They are not the opinion of Vibranz, but are individual customer’s personal experiences and product use. Individual results may vary.
This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent
impairment of human health. This information is for frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional
help with health issues. The products are not sold for these purposes. They are only sold to assist in bringing the energy field and
centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical results are anecdotal at best.

Please contact your referring Independent Consultant of Vibranz for further product information.

Independent Consultant
Name
Phone, email
GetVibranz/consultant
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VIBRANZ
3111 South Valley View Blvd.
Suite Y102, Las Vegas, NV 89102
GetVibranz.com • Phone: 800-356-7935
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